We model small deviations from linear mechanical behaviour of a loaded vertically suspended helical spring. A Taylor expansion of the elasticity equations governing the axial extension of the spring is used to determine the relative magnitudes of linear and (quadratic and cubic) nonlinear terms in the force-extension relationship. This relationship is the basis for the derivation of a model for the static extension of a loaded spring, and a wave equation that models small amplitude oscillation. The models account for the natural decline in pitch angle down a suspended spring, and provide accurate fits to measurements of static extension and periods of oscillation that are not adequately represented by equations based on Hooke's law. The static and dynamic data yield consistent estimates of the spring rate.
Introduction
We consider models of the static extension and extensional oscillation of a vertically suspended, loaded, helical spring. Our initial interest is to fit experimental data (static extension and period of oscillation) obtained for steel, wire laboratory springs which typically have a spring index greater than 10 and spring constants in the range 1-10 N m −1 . Brass disks, which we refer to as the ''bob'', provide the load. We observe that damping of the motion during oscillation leads to a reduction in amplitude of about 0.25% per oscillation, with the result that any increase in the period of oscillation due to this weak damping is an order of magnitude less than the uncertainty in the measurement of the period. As a consequence we may confine ourselves to models for undamped oscillation.
A system such as this exhibits almost ideal mechanical behaviour, and is commonly used in introductory texts on mechanics to illustrate Hooke's law and simple harmonic motion, and in undergraduate calculus texts as an application of linear second order differential equations. A point-mass equation for the motion of the bob is adequate for the purpose of introducing readers to the key qualitative characteristics of the motion. This elementary model is based on the assumptions that the force-extension relationship for the spring is linear, and that the kinetic energy associated with motion of the spring is negligible relative to that of the bob.
A first approximation, if the kinetic energy of the spring is to be properly accounted for, is to treat the spring as an elastic fibre [1] , and the motion as a longitudinal wave in a fibre with one free end at which an additional mass is attached. Over the past four decades considerable discussion has appeared in the physics education literature of more detailed aspects of the system represented by the resulting one-dimensional wave equation for a Hookean spring. Cushing [2] gives a thorough account of the essential features of this literature. Analyses of a similar nature have appeared in the mechanics [3] and the mathematics literature [4] .
Sayre and De Forest [5] applied perturbation and series approximation methods to the elasticity equations for a uniform helical spring to model deviation from linear static extension with an expression that effectively corresponds to quadratic and cubic terms in an extension-load model.
More sophisticated models of mechanical response and wave propagation in springs, from an engineering and mechanical design perspective, is comprehensively surveyed by Pearson [6] , and more recently Lee [7] . These analyses assume uniform helical geometry. Lin and Pisano [8] develop more generalized models for helical springs with variable pitch angle and radius.
In a recent paper [9] we assumed a quadratic force-extension relationship to develop extension and oscillation models. This earlier work has shortcomings that we have overcome (as pointed out in Section 4).
In the current paper we establish a suitable approximation for the force-extension relationship for a spring using a Taylor series expansion of the elasticity equations that govern the geometry of a helical spring under the action of an axial applied force. Sufficient accuracy is obtained by truncating the series at the cubic term yielding a force-extension relationship of the form
A crucial point about our model is that the higher order spring constants (k 2 and k 3 ) are not additional independent parameters. They have values determined explicitly by k 1 , the Poisson's ratio for the wire, and the geometric constants of the helix. Perhaps of some surprise to many, the quadratic term dominates the departure from (linear) elastic behaviour, although the smaller cubic term is not insignificant.
We obtain a series approximation for the inverse of this cubic force-extension relationship to express the static extension as a function of the bob's mass. A wave equation for the oscillating system is derived from the second law of motion for elements along the spring, and we obtain an eigenvalue equation which yields the frequencies of oscillation as a perturbation correction to the equation that applies to a Hooke's law spring. The measurements are over a range of bob masses that result in extension of the spring to just over twice the natural length. The natural decrease in pitch angle down a suspended spring, due to the decrease in the spring's mass supported at each point down the spring, is accounted for by using the mass per unit length of the spring as the fundamental length variable.
The reason for the nearly linear force-extension relationship in wire springs is that the deformation in the wire, as a spring stretches, is largely torsional, and, since laboratory springs have several hundred turns, a twist of only a few degrees per turn results in extension of the spring to several times the natural length. We may assume therefore, for the purpose of modelling the system, that the material of the spring exhibits a strictly elastic behaviour.
Thus we consider an experiment within the range often described as being ''within the elastic limits'' of the spring. Sufficiently precise measurement, using standard laboratory equipment, of static extension, or period of oscillation will often reveal a slight departure from linear mechanical behaviour. This nonlinear behaviour of the spring is a consequence of the geometry of the helix, rather than inelastic behaviour of the material itself, and is encapsulated in the elasticity equations.
We obtain the series expansion for the elasticity equations for the spring in Section 2.1, and equations governing static extension and oscillation are developed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 respectively. The measurements are outlined in Section 3 in and Section 4 contains the results obtained by fitting the models to the data, and concluding remarks are made in Section 5. An Appendix contains additional detail associated with the solution of the wave equation.
Throughout the paper we use the term linear spring to refer to a (hypothetical) spring that obeys Hooke's law, and nonlinear spring to reflect non-Hookean behaviour.
The nonlinear model

The elasticity equations for a helical spring
The equations that govern the geometry of a homogenous helical spring constrained by the action of an axial force and a couple applied at the ends of the spring are found, for example, in the classic text by Love, [10] . We believe Lord Kelvin (see [11] ) can be credited with the original derivation. If we ignore gravity in the first instance, we may apply these equations to the static loaded spring.
Consider a homogeneous helical spring constructed from wire having Young's modulus E and shear (rigidity) modulus G. Let N 0 be the number of coils in the spring in its natural state, l w be the total length of wire, and m s be the mass of the spring.
Suppose an axial force F is applied at the free end of the spring in the absence of gravity to produce a helix (corresponding to the center-line of the wire) with radius r and angle α. Eventually F will be replaced by the weight of the bob. The helix angle, or pitch, is the angle between the tangent to the wire at any point and the horizontal plane. For convenience let C = cos α and S = sin α, with C 0 , S 0 and r 0 corresponding to the natural (unstretched) configuration. The notation f 0 will be used to denote the quantity f with the spring in its unstretched state throughout. If l is the length of the spring under extension then l = l w S (and the natural length is l 0 = l w S 0 ).
The pitch angle is assumed to remain sufficiently small so that we may assume elastic behaviour of the material during extension. The axial force may then be expressed [10] and the absence of an applied couple at the ends of the spring in our situation results in the equation
where γ is the torsional rigidity, and β the flexural rigidity of the wire.
For wire with circular cross-section of radius a
and the rigidity constants are related to σ , the Poisson's ratio for the wire, by the equation
The first term in each of Eqs. (2) and (3) is dominant, and is associated with torsion in the wire. The second term in each equation arises from bending in the wire.
The mechanics of spring extension is quite complex. As well as the helix radius decreasing as the spring stretches, the spring twists so that the total angle subtended by the helix, χ = 2π N, increases initially to a maximum and then decreases.
It is convenient to work with the scaled variable
which results in the elasticity equations becoming
and
where
Eq. (9) determines ρ in terms of S, so we may consider H as a function of S (since C
, with the (measured) constants r 0 , N 0 and l 0 , determining S 0 and C 0 .
The constants of the spring that is the focus of the analysis in this paper are found in Table 1 .
The elastic properties of the material appear in H via Poisson's ratio alone. Although the precise value of σ for the wire in our spring is unknown, the values of σ for carbon steel wire used in the construction of springs are known to lie in the range 0.283-0.296 [12] . Furthermore, our results are not sensitive on the precise value used. This point is taken up in Section 5.
We have used σ = 0.29 in our analysis.
The truncated Taylor expansion,
is a very good approximation for H(S). The coefficients in the Taylor expansion are H Table 2 lists calculated values of the three terms in the expansion, and also values ofĤ(S) and H(S) for the spring with the constants in Table 1 . The truncated series reproduces H(S) with error less than 0.001% for the spring extended to three times its natural length. It is clear from the relative sizes of the terms in Table 2 that the force-extension relationship is almost linear for an extension to three times the natural length. We also observe that the quadratic term in Eq. (11) contributes more significantly to departure from elastic behavior than does the cubic term. Table 2 Comparison of H(S) andĤ(S) for extension up to 3 times l 0 a . The linear term in the series expansion, Eq. (11), corresponds almost exclusively to the leading term in Eq. (2), associated with torsion in the wire, confirming the well-established property that the Hookean behaviour of springs is due to torsional deformation in the wire. However, the coefficient of the quadratic term in Eq. (11) is associated almost exclusively with the bending (second) term in Eq. (8), so departure from elastic behaviour is mainly due to bending in the wire.
We seek equations governing the extension and oscillation of a loaded spring based on the cubic expansion in Eq. (11).
The static extension of a loaded spring
Consider now a spring supporting a mass M at rest as illustrated in Fig. 1 . We require an expression for the length, l(M), of the static spring.
In the absence of gravity the tension in the extended spring, assuming the cubic model in Eq. (11), may be expressed,
where the spring constants are
with H (i) 0 being the ith derivative of H 0 . We will consider k 1 , equivalent to the Hooke's law spring constant, as a parameter to be estimated by fitting experimental data. The higher order constants k 2 and k 3 are determined by the model through the values of H (11)). From Eqs. (11) and (13) we have
The values of these ratios for the spring we use are listed in Table 1 .
For a spring suspended in a gravitational field, S is no longer constant along the length of the spring. Referring again to Fig. 1 , let z represent the position along the spring measured from the point of suspension, O, let z e denote the (equilibrium) position of a point P on the spring, and let m be the mass of wire in the segment OP.
We consider z e as a function of m whereby
and the tension in the spring is
where σ 0 = l 0 /m s is the length per unit mass of the unstretched spring.
Thus the equilibrium condition at each point along the spring, using Eq. (12), is
In order to obtain an expression for the length of the spring under static extension we seek a suitable approximation for the solution of Eq. (18).
To simplify the notation let
The equilibrium condition, Eq. (18), is then
Since we may assume that the spring is almost linear we treat the nonlinearity as a perturbation correction and write
For our spring we estimate that ϵ < 0.005. On substituting this expression into Eq. (22), and neglecting powers of ϵ higher than the first, we find
from which we obtain
On integrating this equation, the length of the extended spring is
We observe that this expression reduces to the expected situation for a Hooke's law spring if k 2 and k 3 are zero, with an effective spring-mass of 1 2 m s .
For the numerical computation of l(M) with sufficient precision we find that the terms in ξ and ξ 2 in the denominator of the integrand may be neglected and we obtain l as a cubic polynomial in M which we may write as
The application of this expression to fit measurements of static extension for different bob masses is described in Section 4.
Small-amplitude oscillation
The wave equation
We now examine small-amplitude, extensional oscillation of the loaded spring. Let the position of a point P on the spring be
where η(m, t) is the displacement of P from its equilibrium position, z e (m), at time t. The tension in the spring at P during oscillation is
which we may write as
For small amplitude oscillation we may neglect powers of ∂η ∂m
higher than the first, and using the equilibrium condition, Eq. (22), we find
The equation of (vertical) motion of a small element of the spring with mass ∆m is ∆m ∂ 2 z
which, with Eq. (31), leads to the wave equation
This equation is separable so putting η(m, t) = ψ(m)φ(t) we obtain the temporal and spatial equations
where µ is a constant.
Boundary conditions
The typical experimental procedure in recording oscillation is to displace the bob a small distance from the equilibrium position and then release it from rest. In these circumstances the four boundary conditions that identify a unique solution of Eq. (34) correspond to: B1-the initial displacement of the spring from equilibrium, B2-the rest condition at t = 0, B3-the fixed upper end condition, and B4-the equation of motion of the lower end of the spring, i.e. the bob.
The initial displacement may be regarded as due to an applied force equivalent to an additional weight g∆M allowing B1 to be expressed
The conditions B2 and B3 are, respectively, ∂η ∂t
Conditions B2 and B3 lead to φ(t) = cos ωt, where µ = −ω 2 , ω being an allowed normal mode angular frequency.
Newton's law of motion for the bob is
which, from Eq. (31), becomes
so on separating η and using Eq. (35) condition B4 is
Solution of the wave equation
We seek approximate solutions to the spatial equation, Eq. (36), and the equation of motion of the bob, Eq. (42), in order to obtain an expression for the allowed frequencies of oscillation.
It is convenient to convert to the dimensionless variable
and write Eq. (36) as
We use the notation f ′ to denote differentiation with respect to x. The allowed values of θ (wavenumber), and hence ω, are determined by the equation of motion of the bob which becomes
For a linear spring W = 1 leading to the simple equation
with the solution ψ(x) = sin(θ x), and the allowed values of θ being solutions of the eigenvalue equation [1, 4, 13] Rθ = cot θ.
For a spring exhibiting a slight departure from linear behaviour we seek a perturbation approximation to the solution of Eq. (44) of the form
where |ζ | ≪ 1 and ζ (x) = 0 when k 2 = k 3 = 0. On substituting this expression into Eq. (44), and simplifying, we find that ζ satisfies the equation 
The solution of this equation is a first approximation to ζ . This is a linear equation in ζ ′ so using the integrating factor method we find
where the constant of integration, c 1 , is determined by requiring that the RHS = 0 when x = 0, sinceψ (0) = 0. Then
where c 2 is determined by requiring that ζ 1 = 0 when k 2 = k 3 = 0.
Our prime interest in this paper is to obtain an expression for the angular frequency (and hence the period) of oscillation of the bob. To achieve this end we require a solution for ζ 1 at the free end of the spring only. On substitution of the perturbation solution, Eq. (51), expressed with the approximate solution ζ 1 , the equation of motion of the bob, Eq. (47), becomes (1)) . 
Given values of W (1) and ζ ′ 1 (1) we may solve this equation for θ (numerically) and hence obtain ω. The derivations of expressions for W (1) and ζ 1 (1) are rather tedious and are outlined in Appendix.
In principle, the wavefunctions for the system are linear combinations of the normal modes and have the general form
Higher frequency modes cannot be ignored in this expression, particularly for R < 1. The motion is, strictly speaking, aperiodic, but is almost periodic for all values of R. For a Hookean spring average periods measured from 100 or so oscillations have been shown to correspond to that for first normal mode [2, 4] . Given that the departure we observe from linear behaviour is slight we may safely assume that the same principle applies to the nonlinear spring, and that we may use the lowest frequency mode to model the observed periods of oscillation. Thus the observed periods of oscillation may be modelled using
where ω 1 is the smallest positive solution of Eq. (58) for each bob mass.
In this derivation of the wave equation we have ignored kinetic energy associated with horizontal components of the ''extensional mode'' of oscillation. During extension there are changes in the radius of the helix, and also twisting of the spring about the vertical axis. However, for the spring we used in our analysis the ratio of the kinetic energy associated with horizontal motion to that for vertical motion is less than 10 −7 and thus any error introduced by ignoring horizontal motion is negligible.
Measurement
Measurements of extension and oscillation were obtained for a steel wire spring mounted on a steel stand and loaded using brass bobs. The spring is in good condition with no obvious deformities. Its physical and geometric constants are listed in Table 1 . The spring index, r 0 /a, is 16.3, the pitch angle is 1.6°and the spring has some 249 turns leading to almost ideal mechanical characteristics.
Static extension was measured using digital photographs copied into the Microsoft Word software. Two steel, 1 m rulers with 0.5 mm graduations were placed parallel with the suspended spring on either side of the spring axis. The graduated edges were approximately 1 mm from the brass bob, and about 0.5 cm from the edges of the spring. The bases of the rulers were positioned to give corresponding vertical height measurements to better than 0.05 mm. The position of the lower end of the hook on the spring was measured using a line constructed using the Picture menu in Word. This line could be easily generated so that it was parallel with the rulers' graduation lines, even if the camera shot departed slightly from ''vertical''. This method removes parallax error, in principal, nevertheless care was taken to have the camera lens very close to the height of the hook. The recorded position was an average of measurements for at least 3 different photographs. The uncertainty in measurements of the hook's position is no greater than 0.15 mm. A constant was added to the position measurements to give (effective) spring length values (static extension data). This constant is effectively arbitrary in so far as the determination of k 1 is concerned. Its value was chosen in order that the natural length of the spring in the model matches the measured value of l 0 in Table 1 . All mass measurements were carried out using a calibrated electronic balance accurate to 10 −4 gm. We determine that g = 9.7982 ± 0.0003 ms −2 at the campus in Bendigo, Australia (latitude 36.75°, altitude 225 m) using an expansion in latitude and altitude given by Kaye and Laby [12] .
The periods of oscillation measurements were obtained from position versus time profiles for small amplitude (<1 cm) oscillations which were recorded using an ultrasound motion sensor (Pasco Scientific PS-2103) operating with a signal frequency of 40 Hz. The periods were determined by fitting 100 or so oscillations with a damped sinusoid function using the Pasco Scientific DataStudio software.
Repeated experiments indicate that the measurements of period have an uncertainty of about 0.1 ms. We found that with careful release of the bob we could ensure that swinging and other non-extensional oscillations of the system did not affect period measurement for most bob masses. Period data was not used for bob masses less than 0.07 kg (half the spring's mass), or for a bob mass near 0.17 kg, because resonance with swinging oscillation modes complicates the motion. We devoted considerable time to measuring with varying amplitude, spring support mechanisms, and natural variation in air temperature (18°-22°) in validating our estimate of the accuracy.
An important aspect of the experimental set-up for these period measurements was that the bob was attached to the spring by a short length (approximately 8 cm) of strong, thin cord to ensure that the slight twisting of the helix that is a natural component of the motion of the spring does not translate into oscillatory rotation of the bob about the vertical axis. The mass of the bob includes the cord-mass.
Results and discussion
The outcome of fitting the force extension relationship, Eq. (27), to the static extension data is presented in Table 3 . The calculated spring length for each value of M is obtained with k 1 being the only variable in a least squares fit to the measured values of l(M). The estimates of k 2 and k 3 are determined by k 1 and the Taylor expansion coefficients according to Eqs. (14) and (15). The estimated spring constant values are listed in Table 5 .
The model fits the extension measurements accurately with the differences between the observed and calculated length values being of the same order as measurement uncertainty. Fig. 2 illustrates the differences, and also the differences obtained using the linear spring (Hooke's law) model (Eq. (27) with k 1 = k 2 = 0) for comparison. Table 4 contains the periods of oscillation data. The calculated periods are obtained from Eq. (60), with k 1 determined from a least squares fit, and k 2 and k 3 determined from the Taylor coefficients as they were for the extension data. Fig. 3 illustrates the errors together with those obtained using the linear model, Eq. (50).
The differences between the observed and calculated values for the extension data and for the period data are of the order of measurement uncertainty, and the nonlinear model overcomes the obvious failings of the Hookean spring model.
The estimates of k 1 determined from the static and dynamic data in Table 5 are reasonably consistent giving us confidence that the model we have developed is sound. The two estimates differ by only 0.05% and the difference is of the same magnitude as the uncertainties in k 1 obtained from the least squares fits.
At the extreme extension, the nonlinear components in the force-extension relationship account for about 2.1 mm (about 0.3%) of the total extension of some 60 cm. The nonlinear components also account for about 0.3% of the period of oscillation for this degree of extension.
Evaluation of the contributions of the nonlinear terms in the extension-load relationship, Eq. (27), reveals that the magnitude of the cubic term is about one quarter that of the quadratic term, at the extreme extension. We note that Sayre and De Forest [5] apply series expansion and perturbation approximation to elasticity equations for a uniform helical spring to obtain a related nonlinear extension-load relationship. They develop an expression for the deviation from linear extension that is effectively cubic in nature, having the form
where k is a constant. Sayre and De Forest do not investigate oscillation. It is difficult to make a direct comparison of this expression with the last two terms in Eq. (27) to which it corresponds. They approach the problem from the point of view of altering the design of springs used in spring-scale apparatus, in order to minimise the deviation from linear extension, so the form of their expression is rather different from ours. Furthermore, the springs of interest to them are much stiffer than ours, so they do not consider variations in pitch angle along the spring as we have done.
The parameter estimates we obtain are dependent on the assumed value of the Poisson's ratio for the wire. Measured values of σ for carbon steel given by Kaye and Laby [12] indicate that its value may vary by up to 0.06 from the value of 0.29 that we have assumed. We have repeated all of the calculations for σ between 0.28 and 0.30 and find that the values of k 1 determined from both sets of data vary by less than the quoted uncertainties. The values of k 2 and k 3 differ from those in Table 5 by 1% and 3% respectively. Miller [14] describes a method of estimating Poisson's ratio by measuring the twist and extension of a spring under different loads. However the pitch angle for our spring is much less than for those used by Miller, with the result that the maximum twist is about 3°for an extension to twice the natural length, which is too small to yield a useful estimate of σ .
In [9] we developed a model based on truncation of Eq. (11) at the quadratic term. This approximation had the mathematical advantage that we could write down an exact inverse to the quadratic force-extension equation, and we were also able to obtain a wave equation governing oscillation without further approximation. We were able to fit less accurately measured extension and period data successfully by allowing both k 1 and k 2 to vary independently. However, the values of k 2 , so obtained, are not physically realistic because the quadratic term attempts to account for departure from linearity that in fact requires both the quadratic and cubic terms, and, more importantly, the higher order spring constants should not be treated as independent parameters. They are determined by k 1 and the other spring parameters.
The approach that we have taken, using a Taylor expansion of the general elasticity equations, is applicable for modelling mechanical properties of any spring operating within the bounds of elastic deformation of the material. Although our expansion is specifically derived for a uniform helical spring constructed from wire with circular cross-section, the relationship in Eq. (6) between the torsional rigidity, the flexural rigidity and the Poisson's ratio could be readily modified for a spring constructed from wire having a non-circular cross-section. The appropriate elasticity equations corresponding to Eqs. (2) and (3) would need to used for springs with other geometries.
It should be noted that the elasticity equations (Eqs. (2) and (3)) cannot be applied in the original form to springs that are preloaded so that the coils close up (sometimes referred to as compression springs). Many wire laboratory springs are of this type, and they do not meet the condition that there are no stresses in the wire in the absence of an extensional force. The natural configuration would need to be replaced with a configuration corresponding to a threshold load sufficient to separate the coils.
Conclusion
We have developed nonlinear expressions that model the mechanical behaviour of a vertically suspended loaded helical spring, operating within the elastic limits of the material. In the absence of applied forces the spring is assumed to form a uniform helix, but both the static extension model and the dynamic model incorporate the natural variation in pitch angle of the spring when it is suspended.
The slight departure from linear mechanical behaviour of the spring arises from the geometry of the helix. Evaluation of terms in a Taylor expansion of the elasticity equations reveal that the departure from elastic behaviour is largely quadratic in nature, and not cubic as is often anticipated, and furthermore that the departure from Hooke's law is due mainly to bending in the wire.
The models are successful in explaining the departure from linear behaviour observed in the static extension and the periods of oscillation data for a helical, wire laboratory spring. Independent analyses of the static and dynamic data yield consistent estimates of the spring rate.
